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Abstract Given a particular collection of categorical axioms, aimed at capturing properties
of the category of locales, we show that if C is a category that satisfies the axioms then so
too is the category [G, C ] of G-objects, for any internal group G. To achieve this we prove
a general categorical result: if an object S is double exponentiable in a category with finite
products then so is its associated trivial G-object (S, π2 : G × S −→ S). The result holds
even if S is not exponentiable. An example is given of a category C that satisfies the axioms,
but for which there is no elementary topos E such that C is the category of locales over E . It
is shown, in outline, how the results can be extended from groups to groupoids.
Keywords Locales · Toposes

1 Introduction
Given a category C with finite products and an internal group G, a categorical axiom is said
to be G-stable provided if it is true of C then so too is it true of [G, C ], the category of Gobjects. An example is the property of having equalizers. A non-example is the property
‘every epimorphism splits’ which holds in the category Set, if the axiom of choice is true,
but for any group G, G −→ 1 is an epimorphic G-homomorphism which is split if and only
if G is trivial.
A set of categorical axioms, investigated in [7, 9, 10] and [6], captures various properties
of the category of locales. Certain aspects of locale theory can be developed axiomatically:
proper and open maps are pullback stable, the Hofmann-Mislove result shown, the closed
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subgroup theorem holds, Plewe’s result that triqutient surjections are of effective descent
proved, the patch construction developed, etc. The purpose of this paper is to explore the
question of whether the axioms are G-stable for an internal group G. The answer is that,
with a minor modification that does not weaken the theory, the axioms are G-stable. The
minor modification is that the existence of coequalizers is no longer an axiom. Intuitively a
modification of this sort is needed as constructing coequalizers in [G, C ] appears to require
coequalizers that are stable under products, and this stability is an additional property not
true of the category of locales.
Once we have established that the axioms are G-stable we then establish a new result
which is that not every category that satisfies the axioms is a category of locales for
some topos. Any open or compact localic group that is not étale complete (in the sense of
Moerdijk, e.g. Section 7 of [3]) provides an example.
Our next step is to verify that even without any coequalizers in C , key results about
coequalizers still hold. Specifically we show that triquotient surjections are coequalizers
and that for every open or compact group G, there is a connected components adjunction
[G, C ] −→
←− C .
Finally we include some comments on how it is easy to extend the results from internal
groups to groupoids, given that the axioms are slice stable [6].

2 Motivation
The author views the example of a category that behaves like a category of locales but
is not a category of locales as a positive result rather than a negative one. The view
is not that the axioms are wrong because they have somehow failed to capture the category of locales, but rather the axioms are right in that they have defined a broader
class of categories within which to do topology, providing a broader context and potentially new results and insights. What the paper shows is that there is a collection of
categories in which one can ‘do locale theory’ that is strictly larger than the collection of all categories LocE , where E is an elementary topos. By ‘do locale theory’ we
mean ‘do that fragment of locale theory that can be developed axiomatically’; for example, establish results about proper and open maps, prove the closed subgroup theorem,
develop aspects of the theory of compact Hausdorff and discrete spaces and semilattices; consult [7, 9, 10] and [6] for detail on what has been shown axiomatically. Another
way of looking at this is to consider the category S which has as objects all categories that satisfy the axioms and has as morphisms order enriched adjunctions that
stably satisfy Frobenius reciprocity and whose right adjoints preserve the Sierpiński object.
Because geometric morphisms can be represented as such adjunctions [8], the category
of all elementary toposes embeds into the larger category S. We suggest that this collection of all ‘categories of spaces’ could be viewed as a reasonable alternative to the
category of all elementary toposes. Initial investigations suggest that the theory of geometric morphisms works well in this larger context, with certain results about bounded, localic,
proper and open geometric morphisms holding relative to S. Further it is established in
[5] that any category of spaces of the form [G, C ] classifies principal G-bundles; agreeing with a key topos theoretic result, but now without the need to restrict to étale complete
groupoids.
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3 Preliminary Categorical Definitions and Main Categorical Result
Let C be a category with finite products and S an object of C . We use the notation S X for
the presheaf

C op −→ Set
Y  −→ C (Y × X, S)
It can be verified, using Yoneda’s lemma, that S X is the exponential yS yX in the presheaf
category [C op , Set], so the notation is reasonable (where y is the Yoneda embedding). We
op
use CS as notation for the full subcategory of [C op , Set] consisting of all objects of the form
S( )

op

S X ; there is a contravariant functor C −→ CS .
Our first lemma is rather simple:
Lemma 3.1 Let C be a category with finite products and T = (T , η, μ) a monad on C .
Then for any two T-algebras (X, a : T X−→X) and (S, s : T S−→S) the diagram

is an equalizer in (C T )(S,s) .
op

Proof If  : (S, s)(Y,b) −→(S, s)(T X,μX ) is a natural transformation such that (S, s)μX  =
(S, s)T a  then define ¯ : (S, s)(Y,b) −→(S, s)(X,a) by setting ¯(Z,c) (u) to
I dZ ×ηX

(Z,c) (u)

Z × X −−−−−−→ Z × T X −−−−−−−→ S.
This is well defined (i.e. defines a T-algebra homomorphism from (Z, c) × (X, a) to (S, s))
because
I dZ × μX
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−→
→ (Z, c) × (T X, μX ) −I−d−Z−×a
−→ (Z, c) × (X, a)
(Z, c) × (T T X, μX ) −
−−
I dZ × T a
is a coequalizer in C T (it is U -split, by I dZ × ηX and I dZ × ηT X , where U : C T −→C is the
forgetful functor and U , being monadic, creates coequalizers for U -split forks).
Recall that an adjunction L  R : D −→
←− C between categories, both with finite products,
satisfies Frobenius reciprocity provided the map
(Lπ1 ,Lπ2 )

L(R(X) × W ) −−−−−−−−−→ LRX × LW

εX ×I dLW
−−−−−−−−→ X

× LW

is an isomorphism for all objects W and X of D and C respectively. For example any
morphism f : X−→Y of a cartesian category C gives rise to a pullback adjunction
f  f ∗ : C /X−→C /X that satisfies Frobenius reciprocity. For another example if
G = (G, m : G × G−→G, e : 1−→G, i : G−→G) is a group object in a category C with
finite products, then the adjunction G × ( )  U : C −→[G, C ] satisfies Frobenius reciprocity. Here G × ( ) sends an object X of C to the G-object (G × X, m × I dX ) and U is the
forgetful functor (forget the G action). The counit of this adjunction, at a G-object (X, a),
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is given by the G-homomorphism a : G × X−→X so establishing Frobenius reciprocity
for the adjunction amounts to finding, for any object Y of C and any G-object (X, a), an
(aπ12 ,π13 )

inverse for (G × X × Y, m × I dX × I dY ) −−−−−−−−→ (X, a) × (G × Y, m × I dY ). The inverse
(π2 ,a(iπ2 ,π1 ),π3 )
is given by X × G × Y −−−−−−−−−−−−−→ G × X × Y . Another way to establish Frobenius
reciprocity is to recall that for any G-object (X, a : G × X−→X) there is a G-isomorphism
(G, m) × (X, π2 ) ∼
= (G, m) × (X, a).
The adjunctions G × ( )  U are key to the considerations of this paper so we recall a
couple of basic facts: (1) U is monadic and (2) if G1 and G2 are two internal groups then to
prove that G1 is isomorphic to G2 it is sufficient to exhibit an equivalence of categories ψ :

[G1 , C ] −−−−−→ [G2 , C ] which commutes with the adjunction; that is, there exists a natural

isomorphism β : ψG1 × ( ) −−−−−→ G2 × ( ). To see (2) notice that Gi = [U ◦ Gi × ( )](1)
for i = 1, 2 and ψ (together with the natural isomorphism β) commute with the two monad
structures.
The next lemma is a generalisation of change of base:
Lemma 3.2 Let C and D be two categories with finite products and L : D−→C and
R : C −→D two functors such that L  R and the adjunction satisfies Frobenius reciprocity.
op
op
Then for any object S of C , L  R extends contravariantly to an adjunction DRS −→
←− CS .
This lemma is essentially originally shown in [8]. In the case that the adjunction is a
pullback adjunction arising from a locale map and S is the Sierpiński locale, the morphisms
op
of CS can be used to represent dcpo homomorphisms and the adjunction established by the
lemma shows how to move dcpo homomorphisms between sheaf toposes; this is how the
lemma can be viewed as a generalisation of change of base. Consult [7] for more detail.
Proof Precomposition with L and R defines for any adjunction L  R an adjuncop
tion between presheaf categories, [Dop , Set] −→
←− [C , Set]. But the Frobenius condition
X
∼ RS RX and S W R ∼
implies for W and X of D and C respectively that S L =
= S LW and so
op −→ op
the adjunction restricts to D ←− C which can be seen to extend (via S ( ) ) the adjuncRS

S

tion L  R. The unit of the extension is given by S  and the counit by RS η where η
(respectively ) is the unit (counit) of L  R.

It is an exercise, based on the result just given, to verify that if δ : RS RX −→RS W
then the adjoint transpose of δ, written δ̄ : S X −→S LW , is defined by setting, for any u :
Z × X−→S, δ̄Z (u) to be
Z × LW

[(Z ×I dLW )L(π1 ,π2 )]−1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ L(RZ

δ
Z (Ru)

× W ) −−−−→ S

where (˜) is the action of taking adjoint transpose under L  R. Given this observation
and our observation that the adjunction G × ( )  U : C −→
←− [G, C ] satisfies Frobenius
reciprocity the following corollary is almost immediate:
Corollary 3.3 Let C be a category with finite products and G an internal group. For any
objects Y and S of C and (X, a) a G-object,




N at S X , S Y ∼
= N at (S, π2 )(X,a) , (S, π2 )(G×Y,m×I dY )
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naturally in both arguments. The mate of δ : S X −→S Y , evaluated at u : (Z, c) ×
(X, a)−→(S, π2 ), is given by
Z×G×Y

(c(iπ2 ,π1 ),π3 )
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Z

×Y

δZ (u)
−−−−−→ S

i.e. (z, g, y) is in δ̄(Z,c) (u) if and only if (g −1 z, y) is in δ(u).
Proof In addition to the comments in the preamble, observe that the adjoint transpose of
δZ (u) (under G × ( )  U ) is given by G × Z × Y
trivial action.

π23
−−−→ Z

×Y

δZ (u)
−−−−−→ S

because S has the

Why are we so interested in these natural transformstions? Essentially because they
X
are by construction the points of the double exponential S S ; if that double exponential
exists. The category of locales provides an example of a category where exponentials do
not always exists (not all locales are locally compact) but for which double exponentiation
(at the Sierpiński locale at least) does always exist, [12]. Therefore there is good reason to
investigate double exponentiation categorically in the absence of an assumption of cartesian closedness and these natural transformations play a central role. Let us make this more
precise, beginning with a definition.
Definition 3.4 An object S in a category C with finite products is double exponentiable
X
provided for every other object X the exponential (yS)S exists in [C op , Set] and is
representable.
If an object is double exponentiable then a strong double exponential monad can be
X
defined on C ; its functor part sends an object X to the object that represents (yS)S and
the rest of the monad structure and the strength are determined by the universal property
of the double exponential. The key universal property can be expressed by saying that if
P (X) is the functor part of the double exponential monad, evaluated at X, then for any
other object Y , there is a bijection, natural in X and Y , between morphisms Y −→P (X) and
natural transformations S X −→S Y . Notice that if S is double exponentiable, the opposite
op
op
of the Kleisli category of the double power monad, CP , can be identified with CS (i.e.
the full subcategory of [C op , Set] consisting of objects of the form S X ). Composition of
Kleisli arrows is just composition of natural transformations. We will treat the opposite of
the Kleisli category as this full subcategory below without notating the equivalence.
We can now prove a categorical proposition which is of general interest and is the main
technical insight of this paper.
Proposition 3.5 Let C be a category with finite products, G an internal group and S a
double exponentiable object of C . Then (S, π2 ) is a double exponentiable object in [G, C ].
Proof Let (X, a) be a G-object. Our first observation is that P X (i.e. the object representing
X

tG,X

P (a)

yS S ) can be made into a G-object by defining a P to be G×P X −−−−→ P (G×X) −−−−→ P X,
where t is the strength on P . This follows by application of the definition of strength
(t1,X ∼
= I dP X and tX×Y,Z = tX,Y ×Z (I dX × tY,Z )). For any other G-object (Y, b), Ghomomorphisms from Y to P X correspond to natural transformations δ : S X −→S Y
with the property that δ G S a = S b δ. So to conclude the proof all we need to do is
to show that such natural transformations are in bijection with natural transformations
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(S, π2 )(X,a) −→(S, π2 )(Y,b) . (The bijection must be natural in (Y, b), but this aspect is
straightforward and is not commented on further.)
Lemma 3.1, with T the monad induced by G × ( )  U , shows that natural transformations  : (S, π2 )(X,a) −→(S, π2 )(Y,b) are in (natural) bijection with natural transformations
 : (S, π2 )(X,a) −→(S, π2 )(G×Y,m×I dY ) such that (S, π2 )m×I dY  = (S, π2 )I dG ×b  and the
corollary shows


N at[S X , S Y ] ∼
= N at (S, π2 )(X,a) , (S, π2 )(G×Y,m×I dY ) .
Since this last bijection is natural we can see that the mate of S b δ is (S, π2 )I dG ×b δ̄ where δ̄
is the mate of δ : S X −→S Y . So to complete the proof all that is required is a verification
that δ G S a = (S, π2 )m×I dY δ̄.
Say we are given a G-homomorphism u : (Z, c) × (X, a)−→(S, π2 ). By the corollary
we have that (z, g1 , g2 , y) belongs to [(S, π2 )m×I dY δ̄](Z,c) (u) if and only if (g2−1 g1−1 z, y)
belongs to δZ (u). Now since u is a G-homomorphism u(z, gx) = u(g −1 z, x) and so by
c(iπ2 ,π1 )

applying naturality of δ at Z × G −−−−−−−−→ Z we have δZ×G (u(I dZ × a))(z, g, y) =
δZ (u)(g −1 z, y). But then δ G S a (u) is given by
Z × G × G × Y −→ Z × G × Y  −→  Z × Y 
(z, g1 , g2 , y)  → g1−1 z, g2 , y  → g2−1 g1−1 z, y

δZ (u)
−−−−−−−−→

S

One of our categorical axioms, to follow, is that the category in question must be order
enriched. Finite limits are assumed to be order enriched finite limits; that is, their universal
property is an order isomorphism, not just a bijection. The above analysis works equally
well with order isomorphisms in place of bijections; therefore,
Proposition 3.6 Let C be an order enriched category with finite products, G an internal
group and S a double exponentiable object. Then (S, π2 ) is a double exponentiable object
in [G, C ].
We need to discuss order internal lattices in the context of an order enriched category;
i.e. lattices such that the meet and join operations are adjoints to the diagonal (so being a
lattice, join semilattice, meet semilattice, distributive lattice etc is a property of the object,
not additional structure on the object). The following lemma will be needed:
Lemma 3.7 If C is an order enriched category with finite products, then for any order
internal meet semilattice A, if

is a splitting of an inflationary idempotent ψ :

A−→A (i.e. I dA ψ = iq and I dA0 = qi), then A0 is an order internal meet semilattice
and i is a meet semilattice homomorphism. Further, q preserves the top element (i.e. q1A =
1A0 ).
Proof Define 1A0 : 1−→A0 to be q1A (so q preserves top) and A0 : A0 × A0 −→A0 to be
q A (i × i). It can be verified that !A0  1A0 and A0  A0 and so A0 is an order internal
meet semilattice. To prove i is a meet semilattice homomorphism we need to show (i) that i
preserves the top element and (ii) iq A (i ×i) = A (i ×i). For (i) notice that I dA i1A0 !A
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because I dA iq and so i1A0 = 1A by uniqueness of right adjoints. For (ii), as I dA iq it
just needs to be checked that iq A (i ×i)
i ×i
A (i ×i); equivalently, A iq A (i ×i)
since A  A . But this last inequality is clear because A iq = (i × i)(q × q) A ,
I dA×A and (i × i)(q × q)(i × i) = i × i.
A A
If, further, C has finite coproducts and is distributive (i.e. the canonical map X × Y +
X × Z−→X × (Y + Z) is an isomorphism for any three objects X, Y and Z and X × 0 ∼
=0
op
for any X) then for any object S, CS has products; S X × S Y is given by S X+Y and the final
object is S 0 .
If additionally, S is an order internal lattice and is double exponentiable then provided C
has equalizers (and so is cartesian) two submonads of P can be defined; a lower one, whose
points are those natural transformations S X −→S Y that are join semilattice homomorphisms
and an upper one, whose points are meet semilattice homomorphisms. By reversing the
order enrichment you switch between the lower and upper submonads. By construction the
opposite of the Kleisli categories of the lower and upper monads can be identified with
op
subcategories CS ; they have the same objects and have as morphisms those natural transformations that are join (respectively meet) semilattice homomorphisms. Notice that all objects
of the opposites of the Kleisli categories are order internal lattices which are distributive if
S is. See [10] for more detail on the construction of the lower and upper submonads.
Our final categorical definition is that of an object which behaves like the Sierpiński
space. Given a cartesian order enriched category, an object S is a Sierpiński object if it is an
order internal distributive lattice such that given a pullback

a is uniquely determined by a ∗ (i)−→X for i : 1 −−→ S equal to either 0S or 1S . If a
Sierpiński object is double exponentiable then we use P for the double exponential monad
and call it a double power monad; PL and PU are used for the lower and upper power
monads, defined as submonads of P as in the previous paragraph.

4 The axioms
Axiom 1 C is an order enriched category with order enriched finite limits and finite
coproducts.
Axiom 2 For any morphism f : X−→Y of C the pullback functor f ∗ : C /Y −→C /X
preserves finite coproducts.
The property of being order enriched and having finite limits is G-stable, for any internal
group G, as finite limits of [G, C ] are created in C and the order enrichment on [G, C ] can
be taken from C . Given Axiom 2, [G, C ] has coproducts since if (X, a) and (Y, b) are two
G-objects then
∼
=

a+b

G × (X + Y ) −−−→ (G × X) + (G × Y ) −−−−−→ X + Y
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makes X + Y into a G-object that can be easily checked to be coproduct. The nullary case
is similar. If f is a morphism of G-objects (i.e. a G-homomorphism) then pullback along
f preserves coproduct in [G, C ] since G-object pullback and coproduct are created in C .
Therefore,
Lemma 4.1 Axioms 1 and 2 are jointly G-stable for any internal group G.
Axiom 3 C has a Sierpiński object, S.
It is immediate that this axiom is G-stable, for any order enriched cartesian category C ,
because pullbacks are created in C . The canonical Sierpiński object in [G, C ] is (S, π2 ).
Axiom 4 S is double exponentiable.
That this axiom is G-stable follows from Proposition 3.6. Notice from the proposition
that the morphisms of the Kleisli category [G, C ]PG can be identified with natural transformations δ : SX −→SY with the property Sb δ = δ G Sa . It is easy to see that the lower (upper)
Kleisli maps correspond to δs that are join (meet) semilattice homomorphisms.
Axiom 5 For any objects X and Y , any natural transformation α : SX −→SY that is also a
distributive lattice homomorphism, is of the form Sf for some unique f : Y −→X.
If  : (S, π2 )(X,a) −→(S, π2 )(Y,b) is a natural transformtion that is also a distributive
lattice homomorphism then the corresponding natural transformation δ : SX −→SY is also
a distributive lattice homomorphism and so, assuming the axiom, is equal to Sf for some
unique f : Y −→X. However, by applying the uniqueness part of the axiom, we see that f
is a G-homomorphism because Sb Sf = (Sf )G Sa = SI dG ×f Sa . It is routine to then check,
using the order isomorphism established in Proposition 3.6, that if δ is of the form Sf then
 must be (S, π2 )f . This shows that the axiom is G-stable.
Axiom 6 (i) Inflationary idempotents split in the Kleisli category CPL .
(ii) Deflationary idempotents split in the Kleisli category CPU .
Townsend [10] shows that these conditions are equivalent to the assumption that the
monad PL (respecitvely PU ) is KZ (respectively coKZ).
Say α : SX −→SX is an inflationary idempotent join semilattice homomorphism that
splits as

in the (opposite of) the lower Kleisli category; so θ and γ are

both join semilattice homomorphisms. Then, in the presence of Axiom 5, θ must be equal
to Sq for some unique q. This follows as lemma 3.7 shows that θ is a meet semilattice
homomorphism. Notice also, by the ‘Further’ part of that lemma, that γ preserves top.
Lemma 4.2 Axiom 6 is G-stable (given Axioms 1–5).
In summary the proof follows by applying our description of the double power Kleisli
morphisms of [G, C ] in terms of the double power Kleisli morphisms of C .
Proof If (X, a) is a G-object and δ : SX −→SX an idempotent inflationary join semilattice
γ

Sq

homomorphism such that Sa δ = δ G Sa , then δ factors as SX −−− SX0 −−−→ SX ; see
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the preamble to this lemma. Further δ G factors as SI dG ×q γ G . Consider ν : SX0 −→SG×X0
defined as γ G Sa Sq . The two squares in the following diagram commute since γ is a (split)
epimorphism and SI dG ×q is a (split) monomorphism:

We now claim that ν is a meet semilattice homomorphism. To see this, by the ‘Further’
part of Lemma 3.7, we see that ν preserves top because both γ and γ G preserve top. To
establish preservation by ν of binary meets one needs but to check that SG×X0 (ν × ν)
ν SX0 . Now from Lemma 3.7 we know that SX0 = γ SX (Sq × Sq ) (and similarly for
SG×X0 ). Therefore:
ν

SX0

= γ G Sa Sq γ
γ G Sa

SX

= γG

SG×X

= γG

SG×X

=

SG×X0 (ν

SX
q

(Sq × Sq )

(S × Sq )
(Sa × Sa )(Sq × Sq )
(SI dG ×q × SI dG ×q )(ν × ν)

× ν).

Since then ν is a distributive lattice homomorphism it is of the form St for some (unique)
t : G × X0 −→X0 and it is readily checked that (X0 , t) is a G-object. By construction γ
op
and Sq commute with Sa and St and so correspond to morphisms of [G, C ]PG (i.e. natural
transformations relative to the category of G-objects). This proves stability of 6(i); part (ii)
is order dual.
Axiom 7 For any equalizer diagram
E

e
−−−−−→ X

f
−−
−−
−−
−→ Y
−
g→

in C the diagram
(I d × )(I d × I d × Sf )
→ S X Se SE
SX × SX × SY −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−→
(I d × )(I d × I d × Sg )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
op

is a coequalizer in CP .
Note that Axiom 7 does not break the symmetry given by the order enrichment. A short
calculation using the distributivity assumption on S shows that the composite (I d × )
could have been used in the place of (I d × ).
op
Stability of this axiom is also straightforward as Se is an epimorphism in CP . In more
e
detail say (E, d) −−−→ (X, a) is an equalizer of f, g : (X, a) −→
−→ (Y, b) in [G, C ] in [G, C ]
and (Z, c) is a G-object, then for any δ : SX −→SZ which has Sc δ = δ G Sa we also have
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Sc δ Se = (δ )G Sd Se if δ factors as δ Se because e is a G-homomorphism. δ must then
op
correspond to a morphism of [G, C ]PG .
Definition 4.3 A category C satisfying the axioms is called a category of spaces.
Example 4.4 The category of locales relative to an elementary topos E , written LocE , is a
category of spaces. The axioms are all known properties of the category of locales; e.g. [7]
and [10].
For clarity, collecting together the various observations already made:
Theorem 4.5 The axioms are G-stable for any internal group G; in other words if C is a
category of spaces then so is [G, C ] for any internal group G.

5 Categories of Spaces that are not Categories of Locales
In this section we provide a class of examples which shows that not every category of
spaces is a category of locales for some elementary topos E . To give this example we must
first recall a few basic definitions and results about categories of spaces and a proposition
about the representation of geometric morphisms as certain adjunctions between categories
of locales.
Definition 5.1 (1) A morphism f : X−→Y of a category of spaces is open if there exists
∃f : SX −→SY left adjoint to Sf such that ∃f SX (I dSX ×Sf ) = SY (∃f ×I dSY ) (Frobenius
condition). (2) An object X of a category of spaces is open if ! : X−→1 is an open map.
(3) An object X of a category of spaces is discrete if it is open and
: X−→X × X
is open.
In the case where the category of spaces is a category of locales, the usual meanings
are recovered; [7]. Any elementary topos E can be identified with the full subcategory of
LocE consisting of discrete objects. One easily checks all isomorphisms are open maps
(notice: ∃φ −1 = Sφ for any isomorphism φ), and the property of being an open map is stable
under composition, relative to any category of spaces; ∃fg = ∃f ∃g for any composable
pair of morphisms f and g. Further, open maps are pullback stable [7] and the usual BeckChevalley condition holds for any pullback square (where an open map is being pulled
back).
Lemma 5.2 If C is a category of spaces and G = (G, m, e, i) is an internal group then a
G-homomorphism f : (X, a)−→(Y, b) is open relative to [G, C ] if and only if f : X−→Y
is open relative to C .

Proof If f is open as a G-homomorphism then there is a natural transformation
(S, π2 )(X,a) −→(S, π2 )(Y,b) left adjoint to (S, π2 )f and satisfying the Frobenius condition.
But this natural transformation corresponds to a natural transformation SX −→SY which can
be seen to witness that f is open relative to C . In the other direction if f is open relative to
C then there is ∃f : SX −→SY left adjoint to Sf witnessing that f is an open map of C . So
to complete the proof we can just check that the diagram
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commutes,
since
then
∃f
corresponds
to
a
natural
transformation
(S, π2 )(X,a) −→(S, π2 )(Y,b) relative to [G, C ], which can be seen to witness that f is open
as a G-homomorphism.
To prove that the square commutes, notice that b : G × Y −→Y factors as G ×
Y

(π1 ,b)
π2
−−−−→ G × Y −−→ Y

where the first factor is an isomorphism, and so
Sb ∃f = S(π1 ,b) Sπ2 ∃f
= S(π1 ,b) ∃I dG ×f Sπ2
= ∃(π1 ,b(i×I dY )) ∃I dG ×f Sπ2
= ∃I dG ×f ∃(π1 ,a(i×I dX )) Sπ2
(π1 ,a) π2
= ∃G
S
fS
a
= ∃G
fS

where the second line is by Beck-Chevalley applied to the pullback square that is formed
by pulling f : X−→Y back along π2 : G × Y −→Y , the third and fifth lines use ∃φ −1 = Sφ
for any isomorphism φ, and the fourth line follows because f is a G-homomorphism.
If G is a group in a category of spaces C then we use BG for the full subcategory of
[G, C ] consisting of discrete objects; the lemma can be applied to show that BG is the full
subcategory that consists of those G-objects (X, a) such that X is discrete relative to C . So,
in the case C = Loc, BG recovers its usual meaning: G-sets.
Proposition 5.3 Let F and E be two elementary toposes. There is an equivalence between
the category of order enriched Frobenius adjunctions L  R : LocF −→
←− LocE such that R
preserves the Sierpński locale and the category of geometric morphisms from F to E . Every
such Frobenius adjunction is determined up to isomorphism by the restriction of its right
adjoint to discrete objects.

Proof This is the main result of [8].
If F −→E is a geometric morphism then we use f  f ∗ for the corresponding
adjunction between categories of locales. We are now in a position to give our example.
Example 5.4 It is not the case that every category of spaces arises as the category of locales

for some elementary topos. Let G be a localic group, and say ψ : [G, Loc] −−−−−→ LocE for
some elelmentary topos E (such that the equivalence sends the Sierpiński locale relative to
E to the canonical Sierpiński object of [G, Loc]). It follows that the discrete objects of LocE
can be identified with the discrete objects of [G, Loc]; but these last are BG. It follows that
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BG  E and therefore that there is an equivalence φ : LocE
adjunction


−−−−−→ LocBG .

So there is an

G×( )
ψ
−−φ
−−
→
−−
−−
−−
−→
−
→ [G, Loc] −
Loc −
− LocBG
←
←
−−
−−
−−
−1−− LocE ←−
φ −1
ψ
U
which satisfies Frobenius reciprocity and whose right adjoint preverse the Sierpiński locale.
Further the restriction of the right adjoint of this adjunction to discrete locales is the forgetful
functor and so by the last proposition this adjunction must be isomorphic to the adjunction
∗ determined by the canonical geometric morphism p : Set−→BG of BG.
pG  pG
G
For any open localic group we know that the geometric morphism pG : Set−→BG is an
open surjection (see Lemma C5.3.6 of [1] and the comments before it). But locales decend
along open surjections (Theorem C5.1.5 of [1]) and the definition of locales descending
∗ : Loc
along pG is that the functor ρ : LocBG −→[Ĝ, Loc], induced by pG
BG −→Loc
∗
(i.e. Uρ = pG ), is an equivalence, where Ĝ is the étale completion of G (see e.g. Lemma
C5.3.16 of [1] for a bit more detail). Therefore there exists an equivalence of categories
[G, Loc]  [Ĝ, Loc] which commutes with the canonical adjunction back to Loc. This is
sufficient to show that G ∼
= Ĝ (see the comments before Lemma 3.2); i.e. that G is étale
complete. Since not every open localic group is étale complete, it is not the case that every
category of spaces is a category of locales over some topos.

6 Making do Without Coequalizers
6.1 Making do: Inside C
An achievement of the axiomatic approach to locale theory is that it covers Plewe’s
result [4], that localic triquotient surjections are effective descent morphisms (which generalises the more well known results that localic proper and open surjections are effective
descent morphisms). To prove the result one needs to show that triquotient surjections are
regular epimorphisms and, on the surface, this appears to require some coequalizers of the
ambient category C . We now show how to avoid this requirement.
Definition 6.1 Given a morphism p : Z−→Y in a category of spaces, a triquotient
assignment on p is a natural trasnformation p# : SZ −→SY satisfying
(i)
(ii)

p# SZ (I dSZ × Sp ) and
SY (p# × I dSY )
p# SZ (I dSZ × Sp ) SY (p# × I dSY ).

Further p is a triquotient surjection if it has a triquotient assigment p# such that p# Sp =
I dS Y .
Consult [7] for more detail on triquotient assignments and the role they play in the
axiomatic aporoach. In particular note that the usual ‘Beck-Chevalley for pullback squares’
result holds: if p# is a triquotient assignment on p : Z−→Y then for any f : X−→Y
there is a triquotient assignment (π1 )# on π1 : X ×Y Z−→X such that (π1 )# Sπ2 = Sf p# .
Notice that if p : Z−→Y is a triquotient surjection witnessed by the triquotient assignment
p# : SZ −→SY , then p# (1) = 1 and p# (0) = 0. Conversely if p : Z−→Y has a triquotient assignment p# with p# (1) = 1 and p# (0) = 0 then p# (Sp (b)) = p# (0  Sp (b))
p# (0)b = b and order dually b p# (Sp (b)) and so p is a triquotient surjection. Using this
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charcterization of triquotient surjection it is clear from Beck-Chevalley for pullback squares
that triquotient surjections are pullback stable. We now prove that triquotient surjections are
regular epimorphisms.
Proposition 6.2 If C is a category of spaces and p : Z−→Y a triquotient surjection then
p is a regular epimorphism.
Proof Let p1 , p2 : Z ×Y Z −→
−→ Z be the kernal pair of p. The diagram

op

is a split fork in CP . For any q : Z−→W with qp1 = qp2 we therefore have that Sq factors
(uniquely) as Sp α for some natural transformation α (it is given by p# Sq ). By Axiom 5
it therefore only remains to check that α is a distributive lattice homomorphism. Since we
have already observed p# preserves 0 and 1 we just need to show that α preserves binary
p# Sq (c1 c2 )
meet and join, and for this it is sufficient to check p# Sq (c1 ) p# Sq (c2 )
q
q
q
and p# S (c1  c2 ) p# S (c1 )  p# S (c2 ). But
p# Sq (c1 )

p# Sq (c2 )

p# (Sq c1
= p# (Sq c1

(p1 )# Sp2 Sq c2 ) (Beck-Chevalley)

= p# (S c1

(p1 )# Sp1 Sq c2 )(since qp1 = qp2 )

= p# (Sq c1

Sq c2 )(p1 triquotient surjection)

= p# Sq (c1

c2 )

q

and p#
done.

Sq (c

1

 c2 )

p#

Sq (c

Sp p# Sq c2 )

1)

 p#

Sq (c

2)

follows an order dual proof and so we are

Further details on the axiomatic proof that triquotient surjections are of effective descent
are contained in [11].

6.2 Making do: Maps Between C s
If G is an internal group in a category of spaces we have established that [G, C ] is a category
of spaces. Since we have also recalled in Proposition 5.3 that geometric morphisms can be
represented as certain adjunctions between categories of spaces it would be odd if there was
not a natural ‘connected components’ adjunction G  G∗ ; i.e.
G
−−
−−
−−
−→
[G, C ] −
←
−C
G∗
where G∗ sends an object X of C to the trivial G-object (X, π2 ). But for G to exist it would
appear that coequalizers are required, since G (X, a) must (by uniqueness of left adjoints)
be isomorphic to the coequalizer of a and π2 . We now show, for open groups at least, that
in fact G can always be defined. (Order dually, G will always exist for compact groups.)
The proof does not require G to be a group, only a monoid, but it is not clear what this extra
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level of generality offers us. To prove this result we need three lemmas, the first of which is
a simple order enriched result:
Lemma 6.3 If
C

a
c
−−
−−
−→
→B
−−−−→ A −
b

is a fork diagram in an order enriched category C (i.e. ac = bc), then if there exists q :
A−→C and t : B−→A such that ta = cq I dA , qc = I dC and tb I dA , then c is the
equalizer of a and b.
The result that c is an equalizer is similar to the familiar result that split forks are coequalizers, used in Beck’s monadicity theorem. An order enriched monadicity theorem can be
written down, based on this result.
Proof Say d : D−→A has ad = bd. Then cqd
d and cqd = tad = tbd
d; so,
cqd = d showing that d factors via c, clearly uniquely as c is split. This establishes an order
isomorphism as the action of morphism composition preserves order.
For the next lemma observe that if p : Z−→X is an open map with a section s : X−→Z
(i.e. ps = I dX ) then Ss ∃p . This is trivial to establish because I dSZ
Sp ∃p since Sp is
right adjoint to ∃p . In particular we observe that for any open object Y , arbitrary object X,
and map g : X−→Y , we have that S(g,I dX ) ∃π2 , where π2 : Y × X−→X, which is open
because it is the pullback of the open map ! : Y −→1. Our next lemma builds on this last
observation.
Lemma 6.4 If g : Z1 −→Z2 is a map between two open objects and X is some other object
of C , then ∃ Z1 Sg×I dX ∃ Z2 (where π2Z1 : Z1 × X−→X and π2Z2 : Z2 × X−→X).
π2

Proof As ∃
Z1

Sπ2 ∃

Z

π2 2

π2

Z1

Z

π2 1

is left adjoint to Sπ2 , the proof can be completed by showing Sg×I dX

, which is equivalent to showing Sg×I dX

∃π23 Sπ13 by Beck-Chevalley on the

pullback square

But the proof is then complete by our observations in the preamble because Sg×I dX factors
as S(gπ1 ,I dZ1 ×X ) Sπ13 .
This leads us to our first result about open monoids; that is, on monoid objects (M, m :
M × M−→M, e : 1−→M), internal to C , such that M is open.
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Lemma 6.5 If M is an open monoid then for any M-object (X, a : M × X−→X),
SX

∃π2
Sa
−−−→ SM×X −−−−→ SX

is (a) inflationary and (b) idempotent.

Proof (a) Immediate because ∃π2 is greater than S(e!,I dX ) and I dSX factors as S(e!,I dX ) Sa .
(b) By Beck-Chevalley on the pullback square

and using a(I dM × a) = a(m × I dX ) we have
∃π2 Sa ∃π2 Sa = ∃π2 ∃π23 SI dM ×a Sa
= ∃π2 ∃π23 Sm×I dX Sa
∃π2 Sa
where the last line is by the lemma (take g = m). This completes the proof of (b), given that
(a) shows that ∃π2 Sa is inflationary.
The next result establishes the aim of this subsection.
Proposition 6.6 If M is an open monoid then M ∗ : C −→[M, C ] has a left adjoint, M .
Proof For any M-object (X, a) consider the map ∃π2 Sa , which we have established is an
inflationary idempotent. So by applying Axioms 5 and 6 we have a diagram

op

which, by Lemma 6.3, is an equalizer in CPL . From this it follows that q X is the coequalizer of a and π2 ; if t : X−→Z composes equally with a and π2 then St factors uniquely
X
via Sq so it just remains to check, as in earlier proofs, that τ St is a meet semilattice
homomorphism. Certainly it preserves top (as τ does); the manipulation below shows that
X
X
Sq (τ St (a1 ) τ St (a2 ))
Sq τ St (a1 a2 ) from which it is clear that τ St is a meet
semilattice homomorphism (post compose the inequality with τ ).
X

Sq (τ St (a1 )

X

X

τ St (a2 )) = Sq τ St (a1 )

Sq τ St (a2 ))

= ∃a Sπ2 St (a1 )

∃a Sπ2 St (a2 )

= ∃a Sa St (a1 )
St (a1 )

St (a2 )

= S (a1
t

S

qX

∃a Sa St (a2 )

a2 )

τ S (a1
t

a2 )
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7 Extending to groupoids
In this section we outline how the above arguments extend to groupoids. We start by
establishing some notation for slice categories. If f : Y −→X is a morphism of a category C then we use Yf as notation for f when considered as an object of the slice
category C /X. We use YX as notation for the object π2 : Y × X−→X. Now any morphism g : Z−→X of a cartesian category C gives rise to a pullback adjunction g 
g ∗ : C /Z−→C /X that satisfies Frobenius reciprocity. So by the change of base result
op
(Lemma 3.2) there is an adjunction, which we will write g #  g∗ , between (C /Z)SZ
op
and (C /X)SX . In the case that X = 1 observe that for any δ : S A −→S B we have
.
g∗ g # (δ) = δ Z

d0
If G = G1 −
−−
−−
−−
−→
→ G0 , m : G1 ×G0 G1 −→G1 , s : G0 −→G1 , i : G1 −→G1 is a
d1
groupoid relative to an order enriched cartesian category C , with object of objects G0 and
d1 d0∗
−−−
−−
−→
object of morphisms G1 , then there is an adjunction C /G0 ←
−− [G, C ]. It satisfies FrobeU
nius reciprocity and U is monadic. A G-object consists of (Xf , a : d1 d0∗ Xf −→Xf )
where f : X−→G0 and a is a morphism over G0 that satisfies the usual unit and associative identities (the domain of d1 d0∗ Xf is G1 ×G0 X). By taking adjoint transpose
across d1  d1∗ it is well known that having such an a on Xf is equivalent to having
a morphism a : d0∗ Xf −→d1∗ Xf of C /G1 such that s ∗ a is isomorphic to the identity
∼
=
and m∗ a ∼
= π2∗ a νXf π1∗ a (where ν : π1∗ d1∗ −−→ π2∗ d0∗ is the canonical isomorphism).
If (Xf , a) and (Yg , b) are two G-objects then a morphism h : Xf −→Yb of C /G0 is a
G-homomorphism if and only if (d1∗ h)a = b (d0∗ h).
For any object S of C , SG0 can be made into a G-object by defining the trivial action on
it: I dS × d1 : S × G1 −→S × G0 . This G-object is written G∗ S.
To summarise the technical difference we have to account for when generalising from
G #
groups to groupoids, observe that the role of δ G , i.e. !G
∗ (! ) (δ), must be taken by
#
(d1 )∗ d0 (δ). So the exponential in the presheaf category, something that is determined by the
categorical structure of C , must be replaced by an endofunctor that contains detailed information about the groupoid. However, once this replacement is made it is easy to see how to
make the generalisation.
It does not appear to be possible to generalise Proposition 3.6 from groups to groupoids.
If it were possible then the property of being double exponentiable would be stable under
slicing, since for any object X the category of G-objects is the same as the slice of C over X
I dX
−−
−−
−→
→ X. But, see [6], proving slice stability
when G is taken to be the trivial groupoid X −
I dX
of double exponentiability appears to require something like Axiom 7 (or, at least, that the
double exponentiation functor preserves coreflexive equalizers).
Proposition 7.1 Let S be a double exponentiable object in an order enriched cartesian category C such that double exponentiation is stable under slicing. For any internal groupoid
G, G∗ S is a double exponentiable object of [G, C ].
By ‘stable under slicing’ we mean that for any morphism g : Z−→X the canonical morphism g ∗ PX −→PZ g ∗ , determined by the fact that g  g ∗ satisfies Frobenius reciprocity,
is an isomorphism.
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Proof Let (Xf , a) be a G-object. Then PG0 (Xf ) can be made into a G-object by using
∼
=

PG1 a

∼
=

d0∗ PG0 (Xf ) −−→ PG1 d0∗ (Xf ) −−−−−→ PG1 d1∗ (Xf ) −−→ d1∗ PG0 (Xf ).
G-homomorphisms from (Yg , b) to PG0 (Xf ) correspond to natural transformations δ :
X

Y

a = S b δ (equivalently d # (δ)S a = S b d # δ, by adjoint
SG0f −→SGg0 such that (d1 )∗ d0# (δ)SG
G0
G1
G1 1
0
0
d1 d0∗
−−
−−
−→
transpose via d1#  (d1 )∗ ). Since C /G0 −
←
−− [G, C ] satisfies Frobenius reciprocity we
U
know that there is an order isomorphism



 X
Y
N at SG0f , SGg0 ∼
= N at (G∗ S)(Xf ,a) , (G∗ S)(G1 ×G0 Y,m×I dY )

natural in Yg and so the result follows as in Section 3 from the explicit description of this
order isomorphism and application of Lemma 3.1 with T the monad induced by d1 d0∗ 
U.
Let us recall the slice stability result that we need to proceed. The proof is clear from [6].
Proposition 7.2 If C is a category of spaces then for any object X, so is C /X. The canonical
Sierpiński object relative to C /X is SX and pullback commutes with double exponentiation.
By combining these last two propositions we have that G∗ S is a double exponentiable
object in [G, C ], if C is a category of spacees. Checking that the remaining axioms are Gstable is a straightforward re-application of the arguments deployed in Section 4, given that
[6] shows that the axioms hold in C /G0 . So we have shown in outline:
Theorem 7.3 If C is a category of spaces and G an internal groupoid, then [G, C ] is a
category of spaces.
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